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Artist’s Statement
Collage was the obvious choice of medium for this project. (I was able to glean images from the
library magazine exchange to use for this artwork.) I chose pieces with figures, words, and
objects to match the narrative. The main character of the story, Jade, uses collage to help sort out
the problems she encounters in her young life.
Colors:

Yellow= the brightness within her
Green= Jade
Gray= cloudy urban Portland
Brown= skin color/ body image
Blue= sadness or clarity
Black= contrast and depth
Pink= femininity

Images:

Roses= Portland
Bank= financial concerns
Buildings= urban setting
Heart= heart
Scissors= creativity

Words:

School issues
Struggle
Pride
Emotion

Originally, I intended to draw a shape and fill it with pieces, but the process took over, and the
artwork built itself piece-by-piece in keeping with the spirit of the story.
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